
Nicholas Koch from Global Brigades (nick@global brigades.org) - it takes a long time for 
the patient dashboard to load after you click on a name on the search page.
 

Christian Neumann from PIH Malawi (cneumann@pih.org) - search for patient by ID 
number is super slow (6-7 seconds for the patient to show up) [THIS WAS SOLVED BY 
CHANGING GLOBAL PROPERTIES -DJ]; new reports is also an issue
 

Andrew Chi from PIH Lesotho (achi@pih.org) - nothing is particularly slow because they 
access servers in Boston from Lesotho so EVERYTHING is slow. Generating reports 
takes a long time though.
 

Cheryl Amoroso  from PIH Rwanda (cheryl.amoroso@gmail.com) - using cohort builder 
and doing data exports (using old framework). Patient pages occasionally loading 
improperly - the top summary bar loads but none of the tab data shows up when the 
page is done loading. After refreshing a few times, the data shows up.
 

James Arbaugh from HAS Haiti (jarbaugh@hashaiti.org) - Patient Dashboard – This is 
slow to load if the patient has many encounters / observations.  This is much improved 
since http://dev.openmrs.org/ticket/1788.  I wonder if perhaps the graphs section is 
slowing it down too?  It appears to include all the data. Cohort Builder (Included in 
Reporting Compatibility module).  Data Exports - http://dev.openmrs.org/ticket/1687. 
BIRT Reports - http://dev.openmrs.org/ticket/1986. HTML Forms – Especially complex 
ones can take several seconds to load.  It also takes time to view/edit the form. In my 
opinion, if there was a way to ensure interactive feature performance was not adversely 
effected by non-interactive features, that would be ideal.  For example, make sure the 
patient dashboard and forms work quickly even while building a cohort, doing a data 
export, or running a report, etc.  This may come at the expense of the report or data 
export taking slightly longer to be ready.
The ability to schedule reports and data exports could make use of the server resources 
when they are unused, at night for example.
FYI: We’re using OpenMRS Version: 1.6.0 Build 12644. 
 

Concerning the cohort builder, it’s just generally slow.  Compared to a SQL query that 
would return the same results, it’s extremely slow.  For example, for the following simple 
cohorts…
 

1.)    Searching the list of Patients having observations MALARIA.
2.)    Find the list of patient enrolled in a program
3.)    Patients having an encounter created for them
 

It takes about 25 seconds each, to return the list.
  
Running the following corresponding SQL queries take less than a second (Query took 



0.0047 sec)…
1.)    SELECT given_name, family_name,ROUND(DATEDIFF(NOW(),birthdate)/365) as 
age, gender FROM `obs`, patient, person, person_name WHERE `value_coded` = 123 
AND obs.person_id=person_name.person_id AND obs.voided=0 AND patient.voided=0 
AND patient.patient_id=obs.person_id AND person.person_id=obs.person_id GROUP 
BY patient_id LIMIT 0, 300
2.)    SELECT given_name, family_name,ROUND(DATEDIFF(NOW(),birthdate)
/365) as age, gender FROM `patient_program`, patient, person, person_name 
WHERE program_id=6 AND patient_program.patient_id=person_name.person_id 
AND patient_program.voided=0 AND patient.voided=0 AND 
patient.patient_id=patient_program.patient_id AND 
person.person_id=patient_program.patient_id GROUP BY patient.patient_id LIMIT 0, 
300
  
Ideally, it would take about the same as an SQL query, with maybe a second or two 
additional for the making it display beautifully.
  
Concerning the other slow areas, I believe the tickets document it fairly well.
 
 

Rubens Paul from HAS Haiti (prubens@hashaiti.org) - For a simple cohort like

1 searching the list of Patients having observations MALARIA,

2  find the list of patient enrolled in a program

3  or patients having an encounter created for them

It takes about 25 second to return the list.

I think it should take less than that.
 

John Lelei from AMPATH data team (lele_kip@yahoo.com)
The top ten features that should run faster in AMRS:-
1.   Loading InfoPath forms. - This is usually very slow and has been noted to vary 
depending on the computer being used.
 It was slower when the older less powerful server was still being used and currently 
much better.
2.   Linking mother to child on the encounter forms is a slow mainly due to the number of 
steps involved.
3.   Searching for the location
4.   Searching for Admission diagnosis in the past year



5.   Searching for a Provider
6.   When one click one select criteria for WHO staging on the return forms i.e searching 
WHO staging criteria
7.   One the current medications on the Adult return form-When one clicks on choose 
other medications.
8.   Adherence questions on Adult Return form i.e Choose missed medications in the 
past Week and Choose missed medications in the post month
(many of these may be related to widget/lookup)
 

Evan Waters from PIH (ewaters@pih.org) - 
http://tickets.openmrs.org/browse/TRUNK-22
http://tickets.openmrs.org/browse/TRUNK-24
http://tickets.openmrs.org/browse/TRUNK-25
 

These deal with creating a new program and state, closing a program, and editing a drug order, 
respectively.  While they don't relate to a performance issue in OpenMRS per se, they would 
definitely improve the user's efficiency when doing these tasks, so it would be great if we could 
get them in one way or another.
 

On a related note, we have recently worked with Jembi to design some reports with the new 
reporting module ( http://openmrs.org/wiki/Reporting_Framework) and it seems that the 
performance for generating the data sets needs to be improved.  We are hoping to spend some 
time on this ourselves, but please let us know if you feel like it might be able to fit in with the 
work you are doing currently.


